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Course Prerequisite 

 FIN 308 

 

Course Section and Meeting Location 

 Section 001      MWF  1:30 pm - 2:20 pm          Harkins LL15 

 

The course will also be conducted utilizing the Sakai course management system which is 

accessible through Providence College’s website at https://sakai.providence.edu. Once you gain 

access to Sakai, you will find a variety of course related materials pertaining to assignments, 

additional required and optional readings, study guides and other class related resources. I will 

also utilize Sakai as a method for sending group emails to all course participants.   

 

Office Hours 

 

 MF           10:00 am - 11:15 am 

 Wednesday  2:30 pm - 3:30 pm 

 Thursday  10:00 am – 12:00 pm 

 

You are encouraged to arrange an appointment with me if these hours are not convenient. Students 

are encouraged to use email as the preferred method of communication. 

 

 

Course Description (Undergraduate Catalog) 

 

The course covers fixed income securities that are available to portfolio managers and the various 

investment strategies that individuals and institutional investors can employ to satisfy their asset-

liability objectives. Interest rate risks, mortgage-backed securities, bonds with equity kickers and 

the spectrum of other asset-backed income securities, their associated derivatives and structural 

products are discussed. 

 

 

FIN 417 satisfies requirements for the Finance Major and Finance Elective for the Minor. 
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Course Credits 

 

FIN 417 is a three credit course. Per college policy, for a full-semester length course (15 weeks), 

there is an expectation of the equivalent of at least 2 hours of outside work/preparation for each 

hour spent in class. Thus, it is expected that you will spend a minimum of six hours per week 

completing outside assignments and preparations for this course.  

 

Primary Course Learning Goals and Objectives 

 

The pedagogical objectives at the Providence College School of Business (PCSB) revolve around 

the following 5 Learning Goals and Objectives: 

 

                             Goal 1: Business Knowledge  

                             Goal 2: Decision Making 

                             Goal 3: Global 

                             Goal 4: Teamwork and Leadership 

                             Goal 5: Importance of Ethical Behavior 

 

 

Course Objective FIN 417 will provide students with a thorough introduction to the analysis and 

valuation of fixed income securities as individual assets and in the context of a portfolio. The basic 

foundational topics covered will include the study of elements common to all fixed income 

securities, price volatility characteristics of bonds including duration and convexity, the 

relationship between market rates and the price of bonds,  the yield curve and theories on the term 

structure of rates, and the analysis of bonds with and without embedded options. The course will 

cover the characteristics and valuation principals for fixed and zero coupon bonds, government, 

corporate and agency bonds, credit analysis, mortgage and other asset backed securities as well as 

structured products and derivatives such as interest rate swaps. Students will also be introduced to 

topics of asset-liability management including defeasance and immunization. The material 

presented in the course will prepare students for the fixed income securities portion of Level 1 of 

the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA®) examination.  Financial modeling tools such as Excel and 

Bloomberg will be widely utilized by students to enhance the learning process.  Students will 

demonstrate their proficiency using the Bloomberg system by attaining BMC certification. The 

course will emphasize linking theoretical concepts to practical applications in the context of ethical 

standards and behavior consistent with the values of Providence College. 

 

 

The Learning Goals  
 

LG 1: Students will learn to apply quantitative and qualitative techniques to analyze and value 

fixed income securities. [PCSB Learning Goals 1 and 2] 

 

LG 2: Students will demonstrate proficiency in effectively utilizing appropriate analytic tools 

(Excel and Bloomberg) for evaluating fixed income securities. [PCSB Learning Goal 2 

 



LG 3: Students will improve interpersonal, leadership and presentation skills through successful 

completion of group homework assignments, case analysis and presentation of findings to fellow 

classmates. In addition, students will further hone their interpersonal skills through active 

discussion of current business events as they relate to the topics being covered in class. [PCSB 

Learning Goal 4] 

 

LG 4: Students will increase their awareness of ethical and corporate social responsibility issues 

as they apply to business decisions. [PCSB Learning Goal 5] 

 

Required Materials 

 

 Textbook: Bond Markets, Analysis and Strategies, 9th Edition, by Frank J. Fabozzi, 

Pearson 2016 ISBN 13:9780133796773 available at Providence College Bookstore or 

online. 

 

 Course Packet Case Studies: Available for purchase from Harvard Business School 

Publishing using the following instructions: 

 

                Course link:  

                http://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/52004049 

                You need to register on the site to create a user name if you do not already have one. 

                Some course materials are PDF documents and you can open them with Adobe Reader. 

                eLearning materials include a link you can use to gain access to them. 

                You will have access to the course materials for 6 months. 

                After you register, you can get to the coursepack at any time by doing the following: 

                1. Visit hbsp.harvard.edu and log in. 

                2. Click My Coursepacks, and then click Fixed Income Securities 

 

 

 Additional reading materials to be available on Sakai and/or the internet.  

 

 A financial calculator capable of performing present value, future value and cash flow 

calculations. While any calculator capable of performing these functions is acceptable, it 

should be noted that the Hewlett Packard 12C or Texas Instruments BAII Plus are the only 

two models authorized for use during the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) designation 

exams. It behooves those contemplating taking these exams to purchase one of these 

calculators and become extremely proficient in their use.  The instructor will use the HP-

12C in the course.  

 

 Access to Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software and Word or other suitable word 

processing software for written assignments.  

 

 While not required, keeping abreast of current business news via reading the Wall Street 

Journal, Bloomberg, Financial Times, NY Times or The Economist is highly encouraged 

as many timely stories derived from these and other sources will be discussed as they relate 

to the topics being covered in class. 

http://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/52004049
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Grading 

 

          Mid-Term #1                          20% 

          Mid-Term #2                          20% 

          Final                                       25% 

          Assignments                           10% 

          Case Studies                           10% 

          Class Participation                  10% 

          Bloomberg Market Concepts   5 % 

 

The Grading Schedule/Criteria for this course is as follows: 

 

             Score                   Grade                  Score                   Grade                         

             93+                         A                     67-69                     D+ 

             90-92                      A-                    64-66                     D 

             87-89                      B+                   60-63                     D- 

             83-86                      B                     Below 60                F 

             80-82                      B- 

             77-79                      C+ 

             73-76                      C 

             70-72                      C- 

 

 There is no provision for make-up examinations. You must plan on taking all the tests at 

the scheduled date and time. Tentative dates for the exams will be in the course outline. 

Plan your travel schedules accordingly. Please inform the instructor as soon as possible if 

you have a college sanctioned event which conflicts with this schedule. 

 

 If you miss an examination due to a serious and verifiable excuse beyond your control, you 

must inform the instructor within 72 hours of the exam's administration. Academic 

conflicts (other test, papers due, presentations in another class etc.) are not valid excuses 

and will not be accepted. 

 

 If you miss an examination without a valid excuse, your grade on this exam will be zero. 

 

 If you miss more than 5 classes without a valid excuse, your class participation grade will 

be zero. You must provide instructor with a note from the Student Health Center if you are 

sick and such note must be provided at the next class attendance. 

 

 There may be opportunities presented during the course of the semester for students to earn 

extra credit for attendance/participation in various School/College related functions/events 

that pertain to the course content or would be deemed of general interest to business 

students. Beyond these opportunities, there is no provision for extra credit work for the 

purposes of improving your grade. Therefore, such requests will not be entertained. 

 

 Midterm and Final Grades for this course will be communicated via Cyberfriar. 
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Assignments 

 

 A component of your course grade will be based on the completion of a series of graded 

assignments (approximately 8). Most of these will be individual assignments with both 

written and analytical components that reinforce the material being presented in lecture. 

Others will be group assignments that foster teamwork/leadership development as well as 

continued analytical skills building. 

 

 Students are encouraged to discuss the homework assignments with one another. However, 

each student (or group) must prepare and submit answers that reflect their own work. Any 

evidence of plagiarism or exchange of materials (such as an Excel spreadsheet) will result 

in a grade of zero for that assignment. 

 

 Assignments must be submitted at the beginning of class on their respective due date in 

order to be considered on time. Electronic submissions received before the beginning of 

class are also acceptable. No exceptions to this policy will be made. 

 

 No hand written assignments will be accepted. All assignments must be completed in 

either Excel or Word (or another suitable format such as Google docs).  

 

 

Case Write-Ups 
 

We will be utilizing three Harvard Business School case studies written to analyze and illustrate 

some important topics regarding fixed income securities. They will be assigned as either an 

individual or group project. You will be expected to have read and be prepared to intelligently 

discuss the assigned case on the date that it is due. The written case analysis should be no more 

than 2 to 3 pages (typed and single-spaced using a font no smaller than 9 pt.). You may include as 

many exhibits, tables and figures as you deem necessary to support your analysis. The paper is due 

at the beginning of the class when the cases will be discussed. There will be absolutely no 

exceptions to this rule for obvious reasons. A more detailed framework for analyzing the cases 

will be discussed in class. 

 

 

Bloomberg Market Concepts 
 

We will be using Bloomberg Market Concepts (BMC) as a required component of the course. 

BMC can be accessed for free from the Bloomberg terminal in the Finance Lab located in Feinstein 

208. There are four modules: Economic Indicators, Currencies, Fixed Income and Equities. BMC 

is a combination of videos and questions, using the Bloomberg terminal for data and analysis. It is 

designed to be approximately 8 total hours, about 2 hours per module. Bring headphones to the 

Bloomberg terminal for the audio component. 

 

With BMC, you will learn to use over 70 Bloomberg functions. Each module includes a brief quiz, 

which, if passed, will give you a certificate of completion and the ability to include your credential 



on your resume. In order to successfully receive course credit, you will need to have a cumulative 

score higher than 70 percent. 

 

There is only one Bloomberg terminal in the lab, so plan your schedule accordingly and well in 

advance of the deadline. You are encouraged to gain the BMC certification as soon as possible in 

the course, but by no later than November 15, 2016. 

 

In order to login, you will need to enter the following access code: 

 

 • Class Code: MCFIN41730  

 

Use your Providence email ID as your login. There are no extensions on the BMC system (I 

cannot override the system), so get the work done in advance. If you miss the due date, you will 

receive a zero for this portion of the course.  

 

 

Academic Support Services 

 

Resources available to students include the Office of Academic Services and the Writing Center. 

The Office of Academic Services (OAS), located on the upper level of Philips Memorial Library, 

offers a wide variety of support services for all PC students, including group and individual 

tutoring, academic skills mentoring, disability support, and writing assistance. For additional 

information about the office, go to www.providence.edu/oas or call (401) 865-2494. Students who 

may require academic accommodations based on a documented disability should make the 

necessary arrangements as soon as possible. All accommodations must be arranged through the 

Office of Academic Services. 

 

 

Classroom Protocol 

 

 Cell phones turned off and put away during lecture and exams. 

 

 Laptop computers will be utilized extensively throughout the semester for demonstrating 

financial modeling applications on Excel spreadsheets. However, students are expected to 

use a laptop during class time only for course related activities. Please refrain from texting, 

emailing and surfing the web during lecture. Students deemed to be using laptops for non-

approved activities will be marked absent for the class. 

 

 Please bring your financial calculator and textbook, when asked, to class with you. No 

sharing of calculators during examinations will be allowed. 

 

 Please arrive to class on time, complete all readings and assignments in a timely fashion 

and be prepared to provide meaningful contributions to the classroom discussions. 

 

 In short, professional behavior is expected from everyone (including the instructor!)  

throughout the class. Civil discourse will be maintained at all times. We may not always 

http://www.providence.edu/oas


agree with points that others are making, but we will be respectful and courteous in voicing 

opposing ideas.  

 

Information of Classroom Safety Policy and Emergency Exit Procedures 
 

Upon activation of the building fire alarm, all occupants must exit to a position safely away from 

the building. If you will require assistance during an emergency, please contact the instructor so 

that arrangements can be made in advance. Students are encouraged to become familiar with the 

locations of emergency exits.  

 

 

Statement on Inclusivity and Diversity 
 

“Providence College seeks to ensure that diversity, in its many forms, is considered in every aspect 

of campus life by making diversity a factor in, and component of, all decision-making, and 

resolving to increase and retain the diversity, in its many forms, on campus.” 

 

 

Information Regarding College Copyright Policies 

 

Materials used in connection with this course may be protected by copyright law. Additionally, 

students may not share class materials without the express permission of the instructor. For more 

information, please see: 

 

http://www.providence.edu/library/research/Documents/Copyright_Compliance_Policy_dec2008

.pdf 

 

Academic Integrity 

 

Students are expected to be aware of all academic policies of the College as contained in the most 

recent Undergraduate Course Catalog. In particular, students should be aware of the College's 

policy on Academic Integrity which states "The principal violations of academic integrity include, 

but are not limited to, plagiarism, cheating, forgery, lying, and collusion. Types of academic 

activities governed by this policy include but are not limited to exams, quizzes, papers, graded 

homework, group assignments, online assignments, lab projects, lab reports, or any other 

assignments given by an instructor." 

 

 

 

Final Word 
 

Every effort will be made to adhere to the course content and schedule as outlined below; however, 

the instructor reserves the right to alter it as deemed necessary and will inform the students 

accordingly.  
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                                        FIN 417 – Fixed Income Securities 

                                                          Course Outline 

 

Part I – Fundamental Concepts of Fixed Income Securities and Markets 

 

1. Introduction and Common Terms                                 Chapter 1 (week of 08/29/16) 

2. Pricing of Bonds                                                            Chapter 2 (week of 09/05/16) 

3. Measuring Yield                                                            Chapter 3 (week of 09/12/16) 

4. Bond Price Volatility, Duration and Convexity            Chapter 4 (week of 09/19/16) 

5. Yield Curve and Term Structure of Interest Rates        Chapter 5 (week of 09/26/16) 

 

 Case Study: Fixed Income Arbitrage in a Financial Crisis            Due: 10/11/16 

 

Mid-Term Examination 1            Chapters 1 – 5  

 

Part II – Fixed Income Asset Classes and Securities Valuation Techniques 

 

1. US Treasury, Agency and Corporates                        Chapters 6 and 7 (week of 10/03/16) 

2. Municipal and International Bonds                            Chapters 8 and 9 (week of 10/10/16) 

3. Mortgage Loans and Agency MBS                                Chapters 10, 11 and 12 (week of 10/17/16) 

4. Non-agency RMBS and Commercial MBS               Chapters 13 and 14 (week of 10/24/16) 

5. Asset-Backed Securities                                             Chapter 15 (week of 10/31/16) 

 

Group Case Study: Rosetree Mortgage Opportunity Fund               Due: 11/14/16 

 

 

Mid-Term Examination 2              Chapters 6 - 15 

 

 

Part III – Portfolio Techniques, Asset-Liability Management and Derivatives 

 

1. Interest Rate Models                                                   Chapter 17 (week of 11/07/16) 

2. Analysis of Bonds with Embedded Options               Chapters 18 and 19 (week of 11/14/16) 

3. Bond Portfolio Strategies                                            Chapter 24 (week of 11/21/16) 

4. Asset-Liability Management and Strategy                  Chapter 27 (week of 11/28/16)         

5. Swaps and Interest Rate Derivatives                           Chapter 31 (week of 12/05/16) 

 

 Case Study: Tough Choices for the Illinois Pension System                Due: 12/02/16 
 

 

Final Examination                         Cumulative 

 

 

Final Examination Schedule: 

 

Section 1:  Thursday, December 15            8:30 am until 10:30 am 


